LUNAR NEW YEAR 2019
YEAR OF THE PIG

The purpose of the Asian Business Connection is to empower businesses to thrive in Beverly Hills as it relates to Asian-based businesses with Beverly Hills business interests or locally based businesses with Asian business interests.

We would also like to commend the members of the Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce Chairman’s Circle. You and your business affiliations with the Chamber are the core of this organization, and our team is absolutely delighted to have the opportunity to partner with each of you to fulfill our mission.

We are honored to have you with us here tonight to celebrate the Year of the Pig and encourage you to sip and taste your way through Asia, explore the exotic displays, and soak in the truly one-of-a-kind experiences we have here for you this evening.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Vicky Mense  
Chair, Asian Business Connection  
President, Xi’an Restaurant

Todd Johnson  
President & CEO,  
Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce
Welcoming 2019
Year of the Earth Pig

The Pig is the twelfth of all zodiac animals. According to one myth, the Jade Emperor said the order would be decided by the order in which they arrived to his party. Pig was late because he overslept. Another story says that a wolf destroyed his house. He had to rebuild his home before he could set off. In Chinese culture, pigs are the symbol of wealth and fortune with their chubby faces and big ears.

As we end this 12-year cycle, this is the perfect time for an in-depth review of past years and build the energy reserves that are needed for the new cycle that starts on January 25, 2020, the Year of the Metal Rat.

This past Year of the Dog wasn’t so great for the Pig as he was constantly distracted by all of his projects, but in 2019, he can finally emerge and reap with delight the fruits of his labor and good fortune. In his wake, however, he is likely to attract all kinds of parasites and leeches... He must have the lucidity to make the difference between those precious friendships and those more opportunistic. Watch out for the Snake!

What sign are you?
Event Highlights

The first glimpse of three specially-commissioned Year of the Pig Rolls-Royces

Cabbeen Collection McLaren & Meet the World-renowned Chinese Designer Mr. Cabbeen

Traditional & Modern Lion Dances

Wushu Kung-Fu

Colorful Dragon, Umbrella, & Mongolian Dances by HuaYi Song & Dance

#LNYBeverlyHills
#BHCC #BeverlyHills
WISHING YOU A PROSPEROUS LUNAR NEW YEAR

310.659.4050
8845 W. Olympic Blvd. Beverly Hills 90211
rollsroycebeverlyhills.com
Did you know...

No Chinese New Year celebration is complete without the traditional lion dance. According to traditional Chinese beliefs, the lion is a symbol of courage, stability, and superiority. The lion’s dance is primarily performed at the beginning of the Lunar Year to drive negative and evil spirits away from the household.

The head of the lion and its movement of the eyelids are known to bring vitality and longevity, while the tail of the lion sweeps away bad fortune. Often, when new businesses open or a new home is purchased, the lion dance is performed in the hopes to expel bad luck and usher in good fortune.

The legend of Chinese New Year is that it begins with the battle against the mythical beast called the Nian, who would come on New Year’s Day to eat children, livestock, and crops. In protection, villagers put food in front of their doors in hopes that the creature will eat the food instead. The Nian was also afraid of the color red and firecrackers, hence the tradition of hanging red lanterns and setting off firecrackers.

Other Chinese New Year traditions...
Opening every door and window on New Year’s Eve—out with the old and in with the new. Packing the knives away as they will “cut off” all of the good luck in the coming year. Day 3 should be spent at home. Dubbed as the day of the red mouth, it is not a good day to socialize, and you may find yourself quarreling with family and friends. Day 5 is the day of wealth—large banquets and fireworks to draw the attention of the God of Wealth. Day 7 is a birthday for everyone! Known as the celebration of Renri, or birthday of all humans, the goddess Nuwa created human beings from yellow clay on the seventh day. Fresh flowers are placed around the houses symbolizing rebirth and growth, the plum blossom for courage and hope, and the water narcissus for good luck and prosperity.

Although New Year rituals may vary across the Asian countries, Malaysia, Singapore, Korea, Japan, and Thailand welcome the Lunar New Year with equal fervor. The lion and dragon dances, parades, food, and family reunions are all there to usher in good luck and well being.
Happy Lunar New Year

Year of the Pig

833.753.3134
8833 W. Olympic Blvd.
Beverly Hills 90211

Prepare.
Commit.
Belong.
mclarenbeverlyhills.com
The Signs Revealed

THE PIG
Pig people are honest, kind, generous and funny. They have a great sense of humor and love to wallop in the mud. They love their homes and are quite content keeping house. They are steady, patient, and great at organizing both their jobs, money, and family life. Trustworthy and warm, they enjoy a good friend, good food, good sex, a good book, good everything. Their day is their play pen!

THE RAT
Charming and sociable, but a cool cookie. The Rat is comfortable within groups of people, and work well with the public. They are creative and quite smart. They grasp situations quickly and pay attention to details. They take advantage of opportunity, and move towards their mark, but since they cannot resist the chance to move quickly; sometimes they can overstep their boundaries and take on too much at one time. They are passionate lovers; and their feelings are true. They are dedicated to their friends and give heartfelt advice and comfort.

THE OX
The Ox is steady and plows the fields alone. They are independent workers and dedicated for the long haul. They can be loners. Social gatherings are more dutiful than needed. Family structure is important to the Ox. They cherish their private lives and homestead. They enjoy their leisure time after the long day working in their yards away from the crowds. Not the most romantic, but very faithful.

THE TIGER
Tigers are passionate, strong, swift, and courageous. They love their freedom and do not do well when stripped of their independence. They are quite dominant, and need to feel powerful, and not afraid of meeting a situation head-on. They are restless, and need challenges to keep them happy and healthy. They make excellent friends and long lasting relationships if given their freedom. They are flirts, but committed to their partners. Parenting is a privilege.

THE RABBIT
The peaceful little bunny. Usually keeping out of the fight, and at times turning a blind eye to dispute. Diplomatic, gentle, emotional and sentimental. They can, at times, seem rather selfish as they enjoy their own garden. However, they are very sensitive and can be hurt easily. The Rabbit can assess a situation and usually come up with the best strategy. They are innovative and shrewd. Emotionally based they make tender partners, and seek out a match that offers the same.

THE DRAGON
The Dragon is an exceptional sign. Proud, assertive, intelligent, and strong. However, the other side can be pushy, impulsive, and intolerant. They breath fire in every direction; for both good and bad. They attract the positive and the attention, and stir up energy!! They make the point, and make it well, but sometimes lack consultation when needed. Dedicated workers, and companions for the long haul!
THE SNAKE
This sign can remain still for a long time before it strikes. They know what they want and when they want it. They proceed at their own pace, which can be misunderstood. They often shed their skins taking and venturing onto something completely new. They are great at showing off their social side, but tend to enjoy being left alone to evaluate the situation. Elegant, refined, passionate, sleek, sexy, but can be jealous and possessive if their rock is overturned one too many times.

THE HORSE
These people are usually popular, mentally alert, good workers, straightforward and honest. They seek the challenge; strive for success; in search for freedom. They can gallop off in search of these things. They do not tire easily, but can shy away if they feel they are being put in their pen too often, and then the open field is too tempting to not run towards. When they find a partner they are dedicated, and at times can lose their heads in the way of romance, making mistakes while finding the right partner.

THE SHEEP
The sheep (also called the Goat) go at their own pace. They do not like being rushed or put on the spot. They are charming, yet hold back their emotions. Lovers of nature and the arts. They appreciate and need stability and prefer to have people oriented professions. Well mannered and a bit shy, but readily will lend an ear to a friend. The Sheep can be easily hurt and can become upset if deceived. Dedicated to marriage and a friend!

THE MONKEY
Witty, clever, inventive, and crafty; and can be a bit of a tease. These people adapt well with situations and are quick on their feet. They have the “gift of gab”, are original and lively. Many people feel that the Monkey is intimidating and may shy away, but soon the attraction is made. The Monkey has many interests which allows them to fit in anywhere. Not the 9-5 type person though; the Monkey needs freedom and a partner that keeps them stimulated.

THE ROOSTER
These people like to strut their feathers. They are flamboyant, and have no hesitation in speaking up when they feel like it. They are dedicated hard workers, but not fond of repetition. They enjoy social gatherings and love to put on their best show, as they enjoy being the center of attraction, and their style and charm usually makes that quite possible. They usually attract a wide variety of mates before settling down with just one; but once they find that perfect match they are dedicated to their partners and make great parents.

THE DOG
The happy cheerful pup...dedicated and honest. These people have a great sense of justice and fair play. They are loyal and always on alert. Being that they usually have a watchful eye, many are prone to worry too much. When hurt or deceived they tend to gnaw at the details. But, eventually they pull it together and move forward with a playful gait. They can have a bit of a temper, but their bark is worse than their bite. They are dedicated to companionship and and are faithful for life.
**Wu Xing: The Five Elements**

The five-element phase theory runs deep in Chinese philosophy. It roots itself as the main schematic behind an array of how the world and its elements interact and what happens in each type of relationship. It is employed in many fields of the Chinese culture -- cosmic cycles, internal medicine, political regimes, music, military strategy, and martial arts to name a few.

To help in understanding the order of the phases: Wood feeds Fire, Fire creates Earth (ash), Earth bears Metal, Metal collects Water, Water nourishes Wood (tree). These are noted as Generating Phases, where each element generates the existence of the next. These are not the most intricate and complex of the phases. Next comes the Overcoming Phases (represented in the ‘star’ formation below): Wood parts Earth (roots prevent soil erosion), Earth dams (muddles) Water, Water extinguishes Fire, Fire melts Metal, Metal chops Wood. There is interpromoting, interacting, overacting, and counteracting cycles that will either generate or create, or overcome and destruct.

Feng Shui is a prominent practice that assesses a particular directional energy flow from one phase to the next and will apply a certain ‘cure’ by rearranging energy for a more fluid and expansive flow versus an outcome more destructive and exhaustive.

The lucky colors to wear in 2019 run in the red tones, representing the Fire element (Fire reinforces Earth), as the coming year will be globally deficient of Fire and Metal. Hence, wearing white and gold tones will represent Metal (Metal feeds on Earth). You may also indulge in some sunbathing to avoid Vitamin D deficiency and eat more fruits and vegetables for that extra dose of iron!
CREATIVE CONSULTING
DESIGN
VIDEO PRODUCTION
EVENT PRODUCTION
STORY TELLING

“I want to thank you for making my visit to the Unite for Veterans Summit such a success. My team let me know that you went above and beyond, and I hope you know that your hard work did not go unnoticed.”

Michelle Obama

HONEYSWEETCREATIVE.COM | 323.936.7241
Eat. Prosper. Eat. Repeat.

The Lunar New Year is paramount in the union of food and family, and there is much symbolism surrounding particular dishes that should always make the feasting table. Chinese families celebrate for 15 days to ensure that the migrant working culture will have enough time to make it back to the feasting table for family bonding and red envelopes full of cash and promise to the younger generation.

Some New Year dishes that wish for prosperity, fortune, and longevity:

Nian Gao, or rice cake, celebrates the beginning of the rice harvest in the spring and is a tradition that dates back 3,000 years. It wishes you prosperity year to year.

Yu, or fish, is a Chinese word that, when spoken, sounds like another Chinese word that means prosperity. It is typically served as a whole fish to represent unity. And you always want leftovers so that prosperity will always overflow.

Tang Yuan, or sweet rice balls, are usually served on the 15th day as its white round shape represents the first night of the full moon in the new lunar year. It signifies a circle of harmony and unity within the family.

Jiao Zhi, or dumplings, are purposely shaped like the gold ingots from as far back as the Ming and Qing Dynasties. The more you eat, the more fortune you will have.

Chun Juan, or spring roll, also represents wealth. The gold color represents gold bars. Spring rolls are one of the most popular dim sum dishes around.

Mian Tiao, or long noodles, represent, no surprise, longevity and long life. They are served uncut and usually served in a stewed broth. Also a popular birthday dish.

吃飯
WE ARE ENTERTAINMENT

COMPELLING CUSTOM ENTERTAINMENT
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES
SPECTACULAR LIVE SHOWS

www.eplusproductions.com
XI’AN

362 N. Canon Drive
Beverly Hills
310.275.3345 | xian90210.com

wokshop.
by XI’AN

2958 Beverly Glen Circle
Bel Air
310.475.1146 | wokshopLA.com
China Southern Airlines takes you to explore the beauty of China
Shenyang - Los Angeles direct service, 3 times weekly with A330, available now
A LUMINOUS NEW YEAR.

In this Year of the Pig, we wish you abundant joy and prosperity.
Celebrity & VIP

EVENT CONCIERGE
You stand out while we check in

- Paperless Registration & Check-in
- Event Technology Rentals
- Auction Check-in and Check-out services
- Private Patrol Operator (PPO) / Executive Protection

Specializing in: Event Technology, Paperless Check-In, Auctions, Weddings, Galas, Golf Tournaments, Parties, Proms and more!

My Check-In Essentials (MCE Checkin)
www.MCECheckin.com | 916-827-1623
@MCECheckin - Instagram | Facebook | Twitter
Info@MCECheckin.com
Flight Services
Management | Charter | Flight Support
Tailor-made Solutions with a Personal Touch.

One Jet Aviation. Many Advantages.
Maintenance, Refurbishment, Completions, FBO,
Aircraft Management, Flight Support, Charter, Staffing

www.jetaviation.com
Promotional videos for today's audience.

Affordable • On-Trend • Highly Effective

Mention code “BH Chamber” to receive your exclusive discount of $100 off!

Call (424) 334-1545 or email hello@vydeomedia.com to book your free consultation!

vydeomedia.com
Quality Equipment and Service for Event, Commercial and Industrial Temporary Power

Available 'round the clock, providing excellence in every area of service

We Provide:
Movie Quiet Mobile Generators
Industrial Mobile Generators
Onsite C-10 Electrical Contractor Hookups & Restores
Distribution
On-site refueling
Delivery & Pickup Services
On-site Installation and Removal labor Services

Please call for rates on the following:
Paralleling systems - Redundant Power
All power distribution - transformers, cable, ramps - including ADA
Refueling Service

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

North Hollywood
Office 818.982.2200 | Fax 818.982.2229 | www.starpowergenerators.com
bombay palace beverly hills

Bombay Palace has been a family-owned and run staple in Beverly Hills since 1984 and takes an approach to multi-ethnic cooking that celebrates the very best of Indian foods.

WEEKDAY LUNCH BUFFET • DINNER • SUNDAY BRUNCH

BombayPalace.com | 8690 Wilshire Blvd. | (310) 659-9944 | @bombaypalacela
RIBOLI FAMILY of SAN ANTONIO WINERY

Winner
AMERICAN WINERY of the YEAR
WineEnthusiast

LET US SHOW YOU WHY!
RIBOLIWINES.COM

WE BRING THE Wine Country, TASTING EXPERIENCE TO YOU

ENJOY AN Elevated EXPERIENCE WITH Exceptional WINES

For only $100-200 we can bring a 2-3 hour Guided Tasting Experience to your Home or Office, That's enough wine for 12-15 Guests!

*Our wine portfolio consists of over 100 wines from the 26 Wineries that our proprietor Jean-Charles Boisset owns.

Loren & Pam Hoffman | Wine Ambassadors
310.466.3468 | hasincorp@gmail.com | my.boissetcollection.com/loren.hoffman

CULTIVATE. CURATE. CELEBRATE.
For all your special event lighting needs

Find us on Instagram @Daylight_Lighting

Please send inquiries to Greg Day: gday@daylightevents.com
Proud Chairman’s Silver Circle Sponsor
Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce

Galvin, Gaustad & Stein, LLC., Wealth Management
Wishes Everyone a Happy Lunar New Year
Health, Happiness and Prosperity in 2019

Warm regards,
Mark P. Stein | Principal
CELEBRATE THE LUNAR NEW YEAR 2019
of The Pig

AT
CRUSTACEAN
BEVERLY HILLS
February 5th - 8th 2019

With Celebratory Festivities, Artistic Installations
“Li Xi” Red Envelopes,
& Heaven & Earth Prosperity Menu

For Reservations, Please Book At: www.CrustaceanBHL.com
EXPERIENCE LAWRY’S

World-famous Roasted Prime Ribs of Beef carved tableside to order from shining silver carts... More than just fine dining, Lawry’s is a legendary experience.

310.652.2827 | LawrysBeverlyHills.com
Safe Space • Insight • Confidentiality

Introspection Beverly Hills
A Professional Psychological Corporation

433 N Camden Dr Suite 660, Beverly Hills, CA 90210
424 - 421 - 4514
asolkir@gintrospectionbeverlyhills.com
Introspectionbeverlyhills.com
2019 CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE

PLATINUM MEMBERS

WELLS FARGO

O'GARA BEVERLY HILLS

GOLD MEMBERS

Kennedy Wilson

CEDARS-SINAI

ELDRIDGE

SILVER MEMBERS

XIAN

VICEROY LIFESTYLE • BEVERLY HILLS

HORIZON

Grand Seiko

BRONZE MEMBERS

THE GRILL

BLAIR WELLNESS GROUP

HH HILTON & HYLAND

UCLA Health

Tiffany & Co.
COPPER MEMBERS

FRIENDS

AAA FLAG & BANNER - ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS & SCIENCES - ALCHEMY 43 - ALLIANCE ADVISORY
ALZHEIMER'S ASSOCIATION CA SOUTHLAND - ANTHONY ELLIOT INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. - ARIANA ESCALANTE
ASSN EYE INSTITUTE - AVALON HOTEL - AVRA BEVERLY HILLS - BEVERLY HILLS CONCIERGE PHARMACY
BEVERLY HILLS COLONIER PUBLISHING, LLC - BEVERLY HILLS DESIGN INSTITUTE - BEVERLY HILLS GLASS INC
BEVERLY HILLS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT - BLISSFUL SLEEP INC - BOBBIE JOY DAWSON - BOMBAY PALACE - BORN CELEBRITY
BOUQUET BAR - BROWNSTEIN HYATT FARBER SCHRECK LLP - BUZZBOX PREMIUM COCKTAILS - CALIFORNIA COAST YACHTS
CASA MARGARITA HOTEL - CHILDREN'S INSTITUTE INC - CHINA SOUTHERN AIRLINES CO, LTD - CHOICE GROUP, INC
CJLIVE NETWORK - COLDWELL BANKER - JOYCE REY - COLDWELL BANKER - ROBERT FOSTER - DH FINANCING
DOMINO REALTY MANAGEMENT COMPANY - DOUGLAS ELLIMAN REAL ESTATE - CURT - NORTHUP
DOUGLAS ELLIMAN REAL ESTATE - CHARMI GOSALIA - EIGERMAN LAW GROUP LLP - EMIL'S HARDWARE - EYAN PAUL AUTO CAPITAL
FETIC FOUNDATION - FOOD PEOPLE - FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LOS ANGELES AT BEVERLY HILLS - FTA EVENTS & MARKETING
GREENE & CO. INTERNATIONAL - HARMONY SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL, LLC - HAYWOOD GALLERY HAYMAN ADVISORS, INC
HCR WEALTH ADVISORS - HILTON & HYLAND - GUY LEVY - ICELANDIC GJALDAI - INNOVATION FINANCIAL GROUP INC SIMMONS-ROSS
FINANCIAL INTERV AL CONSULTING GROUP INC - KEY BRIDGE CAPITAL - KIM RUGGLES EVENTS - KIRIN CREATIVE - KIRK Y CHANG MD - INC
KUKKA JEWELRY - KYLIN GALLERY - LA MEDIA & BUSINESS BOOTCAMP - LA METRO - LA PARTY RENTS - LA VERA ITALY - LANCER
LAWRY'S THE PRIME RIB BEVERLY HILLS - LE PAIN QUOTIDIEN - LEIF ROGERS, MD - PACS - LIFEDRIVEN FOUNDATION
LUSHNIS REALTY ADVISORS - LUXE RODEO DRIVE HOTEL - LUXURY LIVING GROUP - LUXUREA - THE LUXURY SHOWCASE & EXHIBITION
MANUFACTURERS BANK - MASTRO'S STEAKHOUSE - MERCEDES-BENZ BEVERLY HILLS - MEXCO TOURISM BOARD - MINILUXE
MORGAN STANLEY - EMILIA PIRRO - MOSAIC HOTEL - BEVERLY HILLS - MURRAY D. FISCHER, ESQ - DR. NASSIF MIDSAPA
NAZARIAN PLASTIC SURGERY - NELSON SHELTON REAL ESTATE - NETWORK EXPERTS, INC - NEW PACIFIC REALTY
NEW YORK LIFE - GREATER PASADENA - NH MEDICAL - OCEANWIDE PLAZA - OLSA LORENZON SKINCARE - OPTIMA CONSULTING, INC
QUE SKYSPACE LA - PACIFIC COAST REGIONAL SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER - PANINI KABOB GRILL
PANTHEON BUSINESS CONSULTING - PARKPINE CAPITAL - PETALOOM - PETERSSEN AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM
PHARMA - INTEGRATIVE PHARMACY - PLATINUM EQUITY - POW ENTERTAINMENT - PROFICIA - QUIR ESSENTIALLY PEOPLE
RADIANCE GROUPIES INC - REACH MARKETING - RODEO DRIVE ASSOCIATES, LLC - RODEO REALTY - WILLIS LIU - SCHOUJE - SCHUTZ
SEABUTTER SUSI - SIEBERT FINANCIAL CORP - SILVERADO SENIOR LIVING - BEVERLY PLACE - SIXTY BEVERLY HILLS
SPEED DIRECTOR - SOLUTIONS SANCTUARY - SOTHEBY'S LUXURY REAL ESTATE - KY MARTIN - ST. SUPERY - STANDARD MANAGEMENT
STEVE TAUB - SWANLAGO.COM - THE KENTER GROUP - THE MACKRACKEN TEAM - SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY
THE MOJAI GROUP - THE PARALLAX SOLUTION - THE THIRD DEGREE - THINGS THAT MATTER - TOP PRODUCT INC
TOWER HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY UNION BANK - UNITED DIGITAL & ASSOCIATES - UNITED REAL ESTATE - ROBERT HIRAYAMA
UNITED TALENT AGENCY, INC - USC ROSRO EYE INSTITUTE - USCOUTER LLC - VERT ARCHITECTS - WINN SLAVIN FINE ART
YARDBIRD SOUTHERN TABLE & BAR LOS ANGELES - 1ST CENTURY BANK - PATRICIA REZAI - 30SECONDTRAINING.COM
EVENT SPONSORS, COMMITTEE & STAFF

PRESENTED BY

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
Beverly Hills

PRODUCTION & ENTERTAINMENT CURATED BY

Honeysweet Creative
Entertainment Plus Productions
buzzhive productions
Matrix Visual
Star Power
Whisperfilms
Ariana Escalante
Host - Emcee - Speaker

SILVER SPONSORS

Jet Aviation
A General Dynamics Company
East West Bank
Luxury Living Group
China Southern Airlines

Bronze Sponsor

MCE Checkin
SPECIAL THANKS TO

Vicky Mense, Owner of Xi’an Restaurant & Chair of the Asian Business Connection

Erick Weiss & Douglas Johnson for bringing this amazing event to life through your production & entertainment expertise

Llewyn Jobe, Jessica Moerbe, Natasha Overin, Rhys Edwards, Nacole Gray, and the incredible team at Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

Mr. Cabbeen and the visionaries at McLaren Automotive

Cece Tsou for preserving the essence of Lunar New Year through this keepsake program

Ariana Escalante for hosting this incredible evening

David Haimovitz, Jane Long, & Vlady Comateanu for your invaluable support

CHAMBER STAFF

TODD JOHNSON
President & Chief Executive Officer

FARIMAH FAYYAD
Chief Financial Officer & Office Manager

BLAIR L. SCHLECTER
VP of Economic Development & Government Affairs

MICHELLE GREEN
Director of Membership

NICK LARA
Director of Programs

ALEXANDRIA ANDERSON
Director of Marketing & Events

ELISABETH ROJTMAN
Membership Coordinator

LINDSAY COPE
Marketing & Event Coordinator

NICOLE JOHNSON
Executive Assistant & Receptionist

DANIEL BERMUDEZ
Program Coordinator
GONG XI FA CAI